RESTROOM CLEANING

Unger's restroom cleaning tools produce unparalleled results. You'll find commercial mops, squeegees, sprayers, and brushes of all varieties to suit every restroom cleaning need. Whether your facility requires heavy duty deep cleaning or light daily maintenance, these tools get the job done quickly and efficiently.
RestroomRX Cleaning Specialist System Complete - 32 Qt.

**PART NO:** RRSPL  **CAPACITY:** 32 Qt./30 L  **CASE QTY:** 1

- RRCRT Cleaning Cart (includes vinyl trash bag, supply module, all tool clips and holders).
- COMBR Dual-Compartment Mop Bucket - 32 Qt./30 L
- SM40R EZ Mop Holder
- EP18R Ergo TelePole Compact - 6’/15 cm
- MM40R SmartColor Micro Mop 15.0 - Red
- BBWHR Ergo Toilet Bowl Brush (includes 16369, black base for holder)
- WH180 Easy Adapter Hose
- LWDUR StarDuster Pro Duster with Sleeve
- EDTRB Ergo Dustpan Telescopic
- NN40R NiftyNabber® 18”/45 cm
- NCANR ErgoTec Locking Cone - Red (2)
- CB20G SmartColor Swivel Corner Brush
- SB20G SmartColor Swivel Brush

Stay organized and fully equipped when using your cleaning cart.

Scan here for more information.
The best way to clean is with an efficient system, and the Unger RestroomRx is the first janitorial cart developed as a completely coordinated system by cleaning professionals. Every detail is designed for ergonomics and safety. Tools stay organized and securely fastened in place while moving from job to job.

The Unger RestroomRx streamlined cart systems will enable your custodians to work faster and more productively than ever.

- **EASY TO MANEUVER**
  The handrail allows you to maneuver the cart in and out of restroom entrances quicker and easier.

- **STAY ORGANIZED**
  Every tool in the system has a designated position on the cart. Tools are always where they need to be, and always clipped on securely.

- **LARGE STORAGE**
  With an expanded storage module, you’ll minimize trips to the supply closet.

- **SMART DESIGN**
  The narrow tool tower design allows all tools to remain within the boundaries of the cart. The base of the cart also acts as a drip tray catching excess liquid, so nothing ever drips on restroom or hallway floors.

**SAFETY**
The Ergo Rail eliminates poor posture. No matter which side of the cart you’re on, it can be pushed and pulled with ease. The handrail allows you to maneuver the cart in and out of restroom entrances quicker and easier. Patented clip system ensures all tools have an identified position on the cart. Tools are securely in place while you are moving down the hall. No bending or reaching to get tools out/off of the cart.

**EFFICIENCY**
The Storage Module eliminates restroom complaints. The effort it takes to return to a supply closet to restock supplies can waste more than just time. With an expanded storage module, you’ll minimize trips to the supply closet. Even eliminating one trip increases productivity. The patent pending Narrow Tool Tower design allows all tools to remain within the boundaries of the cart. Since no tools hang over the outside edge of the cart, getting through tight doorways is easy.

**CLEANLINESS**
From the Dual Bucket to the Telescopic Dustpan, the tools that comprise the system were developed to deliver optimal productivity and cleaning results. A patent pending Drip Tray keeps dripping from tools off the floor, and delivers ultimate bucket stability, even when going over curbs or thresholds.

70% Savings on Chemical and Water Usage!
### RestroomRX Cleaning Specialist System Complete - 32 Qt./30 L

**PART NO.:** RRSPL  
**CAPACITY:** 32 Qt./30 L  
**CASE QTY.:** 1

- **RRCRT** Cleaning Cart  
  (includes vinyl trash bag, supply module, all tool clips and holders).
- **COMBR** Dual-Compartment Mop Bucket - 32 Qt./30 L
- **SM40R** EZ Mop Holder
- **EP18R** Ergo TelePole Compact - 6’/1.8 m
- **MM40R** SmartColor Micro Mop 15.0 - Red
- **BBWHR** Ergo Toilet Bowl Brush  
  (includes 18369, black base for holder)
- **WH180** Easy Adapter Hose
- **LWDUR** StarDuster Pro Duster with Sleeve
- **EDTBR** Ergo Dustpan Telescopic
- **NN40R** NiftyNabber Red Pro 20’/52 cm
- **NCANR** ErgoTec Locking Cone - Red (2)
- **CB20G** SmartColor Swivel Corner Brush
- **SB20G** SmartColor Swivel Brush

---

### RestroomRX Cleaning Specialist System Complete - 16 Qt./15 L

**PART NO.:** RRSPC  
**CAPACITY:** 16 Qt./15 L  
**CASE QTY.:** 1

- **RRCRT** Cleaning Cart  
  (includes vinyl trash bag, supply module, all tool clips and holders).
- **COMSR** Dual-Compartment Mop Bucket - 16 Qt./15 L
- **SM40R** EZ Mop Holder
- **EP18R** Ergo TelePole Compact - 6’/1.8 m
- **MM40R** SmartColor Micro Mop 15.0 - Red
- **BBWHR** Ergo Toilet Bowl Brush  
  (includes 18369, black base for holder)
- **WH180** Easy Adapter Hose
- **LWDUR** StarDuster Pro Duster with Sleeve
- **EDTBR** Ergo Dustpan Telescopic
- **NN40R** NiftyNabber Red Pro 20’/52 cm
- **NCANR** ErgoTec Locking Cone - Red (2)
- **CB20G** SmartColor Swivel Corner Brush
- **SB20G** SmartColor Swivel Brush

---

### Unger Standard Cleaning Cart

**PART NO.:** RRCRT  
**CASE QTY.:** 1

- Tool clips and holders
- Vinyl Trash Bag

---

### Unger Double Supply Cleaning Cart

**PART NO.:** RRSBC  
**CASE QTY.:** 1

- Tool clips and holders
- Vinyl Supply Module
Telescopic Dustpan

- For quick removal of debris without bending
- Telescopic feature allows adjustable handles to be raised up to 10”/25 cm to accommodate worker’s height
- Ergonomic handle minimizes hand and wrist strain
- Broom attaches to dustpan handle for easy storage and retrieval
- Swivel dustpan opens when base hits floor and collapses without spilling its contents

PART NO.: EDTBG
COLOR: Gray
SIZE: 45” x 12”/114 x 30 cm
CASE QTY.: 6

PART NO.: EDTBR
COLOR: Red
SIZE: 45” x 12”/114 x 30 cm
CASE QTY.: 6

Telescopic Broom

Telescopic Dustpan

SmartColor/Restroom Ergo Dustpan Telescopic

PART NO.: EDTBG
COLOR: Gray
SIZE: 45” x 12”/114 x 30 cm
CASE QTY.: 6

PART NO.: EDTBR
COLOR: Red
SIZE: 45” x 12”/114 x 30 cm
CASE QTY.: 6

- For quick removal of debris without bending
- Telescopic feature allows adjustable handles to be raised up to 10”/25 cm to accommodate worker’s height
- Ergonomic handle minimizes hand and wrist strain
- Broom attaches to dustpan handle for easy storage and retrieval
- Swivel dustpan opens when base hits floor and collapses without spilling its contents
SmartColor Washer 15.0 Red

PART NO.: NS45R
VERSION: Sleeve
SIZE: 18”/45 cm
CASE QTY.: 10

- Microfiber sleeve for cleaning restroom mirrors, stalls, and walls
- Long-lasting, durable, 15.0 mm pile can penetrate small surfaces and remove dirt
- Absorbs up to six times its own weight of quick liquid pickup
- For use with 18” T-Bars, sold separately

Ergo Wall Squeegee

PART NO.: EW35R
SIZE: 14”/35 cm
CASE QTY.: 10

- Dry or remove cleaning solutions in one quick step
- White, non-marking moss rubber is ideal for drying grout lines
- T-bar material made of acid-proof polypropylene
- Ergonomic handle can attach to Ergo TelePole (EP24R) or Ergo Pole (HH13R)

Ergo Toilet Bowl Brush Complete

PART NO.: BBWHR
CASE QTY.: 5

- Ergonomic toilet brush/swab featuring a 26”/66 cm handle for improved worker safety
- Longer handle means no bending
- Hygienic, ergonomic holder is lightweight and keeps bacteria isolated
- Holder can be hand-carried or hung on cart and features a detachable base for easy emptying

PART NO.: BSWHR
CASE QTY.: 5

- Handle, Holder and Two Swab Heads

Ergo Toilet Bowl Brush Handle

PART NO.: BBCOR
CASE QTY.: 5

- Handle with Two Brush Heads

PART NO.: BSCOR
CASE QTY.: 5

- Handle with Two Swab Heads

- Increased productivity with 26”/66 cm long handle and replaceable brush heads that provide a 360° cleaning surface
- Nylon bristle heads dry quickly
- Bowl cleaner can be applied directly to swab inside bowl for effective cleaning

Ergo Toilet Bowl Brush Replacement Heads

PART NO.: BBRHR
CASE QTY.: 5

- 2 Brush Heads

PART NO.: BSRHR
CASE QTY.: 5

- 2 Swab Heads

ErgoTec Squeegee

PART NO.: ES35R
SIZE: 14”/36 cm
CASE QTY.: 10

- Ergonomic squeegee for restroom mirrors and smooth surfaces
- Ergonomic, two-component handle offers a comfortable hold without stress or strain
- Features a stainless steel “S” channel for quick rubber replacement
- ErgoTec Soft Rubber blade offers professional cleaning results

PART NO.: NE350
VERSION: Channel & Rubber
SIZE: 14”/36 cm
CASE QTY.: 10

NiftyNabber

PART NO.: NN40R
SIZE: 18”/45 cm
CASE QTY.: 5

- The hygienic all-purpose grabber
- Keeps hands away from debris with its 18”/45 cm long handle
- Ergonomically designed grip with smooth trigger-pull action for increased comfort and efficiency
- Access hard-to-reach areas or items with 360° rotating head
- Magnetic tip for picking up metal objects